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A Christmas which could have
been dismal and gloomy for the
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fare
Monica,
Madame
Baba’s
j daughter (Joan Robinson), Toby, |
the adopted waif (Jerry Blueford), |
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Sex in Doubt

Medium’? and ‘‘Captain Lovelock’? opens tonight at
1 Founder’s Hall Auditorium.
‘The Medium’, the first’ offerine of the evening,
vritten by the Italian-American composer
ind was first presented in 1946,

No.

Spurt Back;

Workshop to Present
Two Operas Tonight

Dr.

Reps Go Before ASB

COLLEGE

Flora).

|

“Medium’s”

ac-)

day Dec. 21 when Spurt, missing
turtle mascot, was returned via
the library elevator.
First hint of Spurt’s return
was a scratching noise on the
third floor of the new library,
according to Mrs. Frances H.
Purser, a member of the staff.
The noise turned out to be
Spurt crawling out of the elevator, attired in large red bow
and Christmas card reading “I
have been well taken care of”

and

“Merry

Christmas.”

Apparently
the
turtlenapper
| or his agent put Spurt into the
sperk on his Formosan study trip| assistant director,
at the regular
Faculty
Forum
at
The
second
opera
on
the bill, | elevator on the first or second
8 p.m. Wednesday in the auditor-| “Captain Lovelock” was composed | floor, pushed the “up” button,
ium of hte science building.
and then fled.
' by John Duke and based on LudThe announcement was made! vig
Spurt spent the holiday with
Holberg’s
com edy,
“The
early this week by Dr. Ralp h! Changed Bridegroom.”
Ron and Rick, sons of Mrs. PurRoske, Factulty Forum
program!
It is the story of Terentia, ser. Their vacation was made
chairman. Dr. Koen, who is cur-| (Elaine Detlefsen), a wealthy, elmore complete thanks to the
rently confined to his home by a!derly widow who desires to recompanionship, according to a
minor illness, could not be reached marry
and of the plots of her
Spur report.
and no further information on the daughters,
her
maid
and_
the
Rick Purser added that he betopic was available at press time. “matchmaker” to prevent her from
leived that Spurt was an old
“We'd like to see more students hecoming a fool.
| male turtle, not a young female
in attendance,” Dr. Roske stated |
‘Terentia’s daughters are played
as believed. He is regarded as
in announcing the program. “We by Mary Ann Johnston and Millie | somewhat of an expert on fauna,
get students, all right, but they Branscom.
Others are the maid,
according to his mother, having
tend to come only for a speaker Pernille (Vivian Brede) and Kir-| now become the guardian of a
scheduled in their own ficld.
If sten, the “matchmaker” (Toni
three-foot snake.
we have a speaker on the biologi- Kolotouros).
Donna Draut is accal sciences, all the biology stu- companist.
PEACE CORPS TESTS
dents show up, but none of the
Dr. Leon Wagner is the director
Richard
Braham, associate diEnglish majors. What
we'd like of both productions. The technirector of the local Peace Corps
here is for the students to take cal director is John Simpson.
office, announced the date for the
advantage of the opportunity to
The program will be repeated next Peace Corps placement tests
learn something on a pleasant, in- again tomorrow night and the folwill be Jan. 26. The test will be
formal basis about areas other than lowing Friday and Saturday, Jan.
'given in the basement of the Fedtheir own specialties.”
18 and 19.
leral building, Sth & H_ street, in
student interested
Admission is $1 for adults and ; Eureka. Any
50 cents for children. Student body jin this test should contact Mr.
card holders are admitted free.
' Graham.

Science,

will)

companist.

Chamber Music
Set Sunday
program

will

Dreher

is.

the!

commence

with Nichelmann’s “Concerto
in
A” performed by John Clark and
Kathy Fancuier, violins; Julie Ful-

Campus
cilities
week.
The

kerson, viola; Beverly Lass, cello;
and Harold Willson, piano.
Other selections to be perform-

construction of new fa- by the college.

reversed
Butler

referred

to

itself

building,

as

the

in

the

past

commonly

Engincering

ed include
Mattheson's
“Sonata building, was torn down this past
VU" by William
Pinches, flute: |-weeke to make room for campus
id Harold Willson, harpsichord; | landscaping.
As the campus is enlarged to
Boccherini’s “Quintet in G Major, Opus 21, No. 5” by William mect the growing enrollment, HSC
Pinches, flute; John Clark, Kathy | designers have made plans to in-

Fanquier,

and Julie

Fulkerson,

vi| tease

olins; and Beverly Lass, cello;
Mozart's “Trio in E Flat, K498"
and Bruch's
Eight
Pieces, Opus
33" by Michael Lagen, piano; Joan
Byker, clarinet; and Wilma Silva,
Saint-Saens’s
“Allegro | Appassionato”
by
Kenneth
Thduston,
cello; and Mark Gaedicke, piano;
Waihais “Sonata in B Flat" by
Norman
Stoveland, clarinet; and
Donna
Drant, piano: Beethoven's
Mayor,
“Trio in G
Opus 9" by
John Clark,
Wilma
olin:
Silva,
viola;
eello;

and 1

Toetnn

Schimoann’s

iations
lvn

for

Blake

‘Pwo
and

th

“Andante

Pianos”
Michael

‘Thruston,
and

Var-

by

Mari-

Lagen:

Becthover’
“Trio
itt
B
Flat,
Opus
TW"
by
Michael
Laren,
piano;
Joan
Byker,
clarinet,
and
Kenneth Thruston, cello.

the

college.
Above
isting

Dr.
Don
Karshner, Dean
of
Students, says “If don't ever remember not having a candidate for
each postion during a Representative-at-Large election.
However,
Humboldt has always had a strong
tradition of write-ins. As a matter of fact our present student body

president

was

a write-in

candi-

says

the passing

of the

date.”

Moore

proposed constitution is very important towards making the HSC
student
body
government
much
more efficient and flexible.
He added that copies of the constitution are available in the Lumberjack outlets and that any questions about the constiution can be
answered in the C.A.C. from 11

esthetic

the

tennis

Art

beauty

building

courts,

and

the area

!

7"

The

.

.

engineering

students

ex-

where

filled
and

staff have moved their facilities to
the old library which was vacated
recently when the new library was
opened.
The
HSC
maintenance
crews
dismantled the building, removing |
it to the corporation yard for con- |
struction purposes there. It took
the six-man crew six days to dismanile the building with only one
full work day of the six needed to
complete the job.
||

The maintenance crew remarked

Maintenance crews will not be
handling the landscaping job itself,
only the dismantling of the building.
The landscaping contract, according to the crew supervisor, involves removing the concrete foun-|
dation of the Butler building, the
surrounding blacktop, filling in the

below-surface arca
of the) trees and shrubs.

the building existed, will be
with earth and landscaped.
|

Viola;

women’s race which will be decided by write-in votes.
This will be the second straight
ASB election that student offices
will be decided by write-in candidates. Last spring Student Body
President Jack Moore and Assemblies
Commissioner
Jack
Frost
won their offices by the write-in
method,
The
polls will be open
from
8 a.m. until 4 p.m. both days in the
Cafeteria and in the Men's Gym.
3oth Hess, a junior business administration
major
from
Blue
Lake, and Dreher, a sophomore
drama major from Eureka, turned
in the required 25 name petition
before the final Tuesday deadline.
Hess and Dreher are trying for
the positions held by Bill Robinson and Rich Hale whose terms
expire at the end of the semester.
The offices held by Pam Schoenbeck and Stephanie Horel will be
filled by the write-in method.
If
no women win the offices, Moore
will appoint
the two Reps -at Large.
Both Hale and Miss Horel were
appointed and are filling out terms
of office that were left vacant by
resignations.

Butler Building Goes
As Landscaping Starts

The Music Department will present a program of chamber music
this Sunday, at 8:15 pm., in the
music building.

The

Glenn

The Humboldt State Student Body will get a chance to
show its opinion of the proposed Constitution Tuesday and
Wednesday but that’s about all as only two students have
filed petitions for the four Representative-at-Large offices.
Wayne Hess and Glen Dreher are running for the two
men’s vacancies while no one has officially entered the

and

that the area is centralized on campus and could be utilized better

Ibimboldt

Exec

The proposed constitution was
‘approved by the council for the
first time last spring and then after several changes again this fall.

News Letter
_ Distributed
|

Copies
Student
ment”

six

of

the

Body

new

Associated

Newsletter

have

been

campus locations.
Distribution
sites

cafeteria,

“Com-

distributed

Founder’s

to

include

the

Hall, the Ede

ucat
- Psycholog
ion y building, the
Campus
Activities
Center,
the
Health Center and the library.

“Comment”

will

be

published

once a month, according to Publications Commissioner Martha
Gabriel.
Articles in the current issue include an analysis of the functions
of Representatives -at-Large by
Stephanie Horel, “Functions of the

ASB

Board

of Finance”

by Bill

Wagner, and a commentary on the

Proposed new constitution by Pam

Schoenbeck.
The letter was slated to make
its first appearance on
campus
technical
but
December
during
problem held the publication up.
aa

Of Coning Evens
TODAY
— Opera, “The Medjum”

and

‘Captain

Lovelock”,

Sequoia Theater at 8:30, Ad-

mission
$1.

Basketball,
varsity at the University
of Nevada, Here-Junfor Jacks ve the Keg, 7 p.m.
Mens Gym.
Wrestling,
Island.

HSC

at Mare

TOMORROW — Opera, “The
Medium” and “Captain Love-

tion of additional facilities for the

lock”, Sequoia Theater at 8:30,

as both

Admission

$1.

have become over loaded by campus gfowth; as additional parking

Wrestling,

HSC

Art or Music

departments

spaces for students attending the
surrounding
buildings, Founder's
planting 'Hall, Music, Art, Language Arts
and
Cafeteria.

State

| ment.

in one of three ways: the construc-

| Council Approves Carlton
Spring Lumberjack Editor
The

a.m. to 2 p.m. from a booth man'ned by student council members.
The new constitution is the re| sult of three years of debate which
| started with the passibility of re| vising the present constitution, but
|last fall the Council decided to
;construct an netirely new docu-

utive

Council

approved

Don

Carlton as editor of the Lum aberjack for the 1963 spring
semester in its first meeting of the new year Tuesday.
Carlton, a South Fork
Hi gh graduate, is majoring in
social studies and minoring in journalism. He worked three
years for the Eureka
Newspapers,
Inc. and will replace

Duane Oneto,
‘The body also cancelled the Astaken out.
sociated
Student
body
meeting
Dick Griffith was hired to conBids that were submitted to the
scheduled for Wednesday because
| duct the ticket sale for the High‘college for the required landscap|
i
:
aD"
l
there
was
no
advanced
publicity.
waymen concert, Feb. 24, since an
ing were all too high and no con- |
tracts were granted. Bids will again
The Council learned that only accurate count was needed, accordbe accepted in order to reach the | two petitions for the four Repre- ing to Assemblies Commissioner
minimum cost of the job required
| sentative At- Large offices were Jack Frost.

at Chico

State

Basketball,

HSC

mento

State.

Dorm

Dinner

at

Dance.

SUNDAY—Student
cital, Music

TUESDAY

Sacra-

Music

— Stanford Univer-

sity professor,

George

Knoles

speaking “Recent Trends
World Affairs”, Founders’
Hall

fee

Building, 8:15.

auditorium,

in

1 p.m.

Student Body elections, representatives at
constitution.

large

and

new

WEDNESDAY—Faculty
Forum, Dr. Ross Koen speaking
on Formodga, Science auditorium,

8:15.

Student body
sentatives at
constitution.

THURSDAY

—

elections. reprelarge and new

Association of

California State College Presidents meeting on campus.
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Grader Says Opponents Hired
State Dec. 22 before about 50 students and faculty members.
He
Bill Grader, Democrat candidate said the two men each received
for Congress, said opponents John $5,000 to file nominating petitions
Stuart a4 Senge saees were paid which he claims are invalid.
ille
It
y
“
”
to
“T know conspiracy is a difficult
enter the First
ssional Dis- charge to prove in court,” Grader
trict race and split the Democratic told the small luncheon gathering.
party's vote.
The field representative of the
Grader made this charge during late Clem Miller, who was killed
an hour-long talk at Humboldt last October while campaigning

By HUGH

CLARK

for re-election, said, “Watkins

was

paid $5,000 to get in the race but
he

Hopkins
Second Hand

"BEVERAGES
to go

NandS$ Store
eeeeee

eeeeeeeee

di

only

164

valid

signatures

His

challenge

of the

two

reasons why

he is running,

on

the

issues.

He said he favors federal aid
to education, a change in the basic
tax structure which now supports
schools and abolition of hte House
Committee on UnAmerican Activities.
He said the controversial house
committee, which has been the
target for several student groups,

and

Fishing

and

growth of its main highways and |come
development

of

natural

Commercial

Fishing.

resources,

levels,

fewer

believes

bureaucrats

now

there

|

are %

than

there

harbors and recreation facilities.
were 25 eyars ago, there are abuHe said he would continue Mil-|ses by both press and government ,, ;
ler’s fight to establish a fisheries |in the security censorship squabble, «
laboratory at Trinidad which could ‘and favors creation of a cabinet
jointly be used by Humboldt State post of urban affairs and supports
and

any

of four government

agen-

foreign

aid.

its func-

tion “be returned to the Judiciary
Committee where it belongs.”

On Campus shen

“Our tax base for support of
public schools is no longer adequate. When originally established, 85 per cent of our wealth was
held in property. Now it is only
18 per cent. This is grossly unfair to today’s property owner,”
Grader said.

“7

I support a strong junior col-

j\lege with a solid vocational pro|gram in the northern part of our
| district. We have no tax base to
| support a college, yet we need it
badly,” Grader said.
“Federal aid is the only answer
whether it be to build classrooms,

We

T

The

(Aho teat a Dobie Cilia.” oe.)

Better Educated
“We
must be better educated
today because
it takes a_ wiser |
!man to live in this modern world,
|not just in science and mathematics, but in the arts and humani-

lties.

cies, including the Geological Survey, the Bureaus of Mines, Sports

Grader said he supports PresiGrader said he will promote wel- ident Kennedy's proposal for refare of the district in seeking !duction of taxes in the lower in-

what he plans to do and where he
stands

17 years ago by the

late Senator Robert Taft, who was
regarded something less than liberal.”

'

M

‘ies

A GUIDE FOR THE UNMONEYED
R. L. Sigafoos was a keen, ambitious lad, and when he finished

high school he wished mightily to go on with his education.

It

seemed, however, a forlorn hope. R. L.’s father could not send

the boy to college because a series of crop failures had brought

him to the brink of disaster. (R. L.’s father raised orchids which,
in North Dakota, is a form of agriculture fraught with risk.)
up to R. L. He could go to college
fore,
squarely
It was, there
through. This was a prospect that
dismayed him. He had a deep-seated fear that the task would

pay for materials or teachers’ sal-

er he would press charges.

12

around

should be abolished

(Watkins’ petition has since been
rejected by Mendocino county
clerk Jim Broaddus and the Mendocino
City tax consultant
has
said he will file suit to have the
clerk’s decision reversed. Watkins
late last month was arrested on
charges of assault with a deadly
weapon on a warrant issued in Eureka after two men said he fired
upon them while they were fishing near Garberville.)
Stuart Paid
Grader also said Stuart was paid
to enter the race, his petition was
circulated by a “convicted felon,”
which is illegal, and that he is not
a resident of the congressional district. Stuart’s petition has been
accepted
by
the
Marin
County
clerk.
Grader, a Univetsity of Washington graduate and former newspaper editor, told a reporter after
the talk that he didn’t know wheth-

VA 2-2040
760 Fifteenth Street
ARCATA

Sat.

had

and 500 is resuired by law.”

first proposed

answer period that followed his
opening remarks which centered

a

candi-

aries,”

Grader

said,

pointing

out,

dates came during a question and | “this aid is not a new idea. It was

Article By John Gimbel
Published In The Nation
- received
An article by Dr. John Gimbel, ation, one of the best
HSC Professor of History now books of its type.
The Nation article traces the
on leave in Germany, has been
published in the Dec. 22 issue of history of the trial of a confessed
murdered in a Karlsruhe court. DeThe Nation magazine.
spite the confession the murderer
“Nuremberg’s Long Shadow” is was sentenced to only eight years
the title of the article, which dem- in prison.
onstrates how “The shadow of
The court held that the murderer
Nuremberg continues to stretch was only a tool and a “poor devil”
over the West German Federal who was pressured from the KremRepublic today... ”
lin to kill.

is
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that directed he actions. Nal

gSMIY
At euaee you sans ash 1d 8 meal”

Clutches of

totalitarian, system |

argument that Cermnann wed to

bers of the Nazi Party and/or its

affiliated organizations, and still

regard themselves as innocent of

At Science Lecture

by the Humboldt State Christian

Science Organization, Tuesday
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burt anybody.”
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Dr. Gimbel is in Germany

a Rockefeller Foundation Grant.
He is also the author of A German
Community under American Oper-
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Forestry Club
Tree Sale
Nets $600

|

officers

1

t

.

1

3

9

)

8

t

i

:

club

was

elected

forester.

chief

Stubblefield, assistant chief forester; Phil Aune, who was reelected
recording forester; Earl Gutman,
fiscal forester; Ken Bird, reporter;
Bob Graton, ICS representative;
Joe
Cappel
and
Dan
Meeker,
whistle punks.
The club will hold a dinnerdance as a farewell to graduating
seniors Saturday night.
It will be held at the O.H. Town
House in Eureka with dinner be-

ginning at 8 o'clock.
The social affair is reserved for

'

a

forestry

the

Other elected officers were: Ted

a

i

of

held Monday night with Bob Clay-

ton

s

New Constitution Means

The HSC forestry club's yearly
Christmas tree sale was deemed a
success by president Pete Passoff
as they received a net profit of
approximately $600.
is year's sale was the best
of past sales, being one third better than last year.
The tree sales were under the
joint chairmanship of Rod Hannon
and Ken Ohls as the members of
the forestry culb sold the trees
at the Safeway lot in Arcata to
acquire funds for club projects and
the AWFC Conclave to be held
at HSC the spring semester.
The election of spring semester

pports

i

club

members

and

guests

as each

graduating senior will be honored
at the dinner-dance as their final
semester comes to a close.

°
8

.

Big
Cha
nge
s
For College
By ROD MITOHELL

fairs Council. The SAC hag the
threat of impeachment ge
The proposel constitution for the over the head of any member
Associated
Student
Body
upon the Board of Control who would
which we will pass next week is. —
an unpopular judicial dequite a different document than cision.
the charter under which student
As a check on governmental ofactivities are now governed.
ficers, the new constitution would
The present charter is a rather give the student body the power
lengthy thing, full of detailed in- to initiate legislation, rescind legformation, whereas the proposed islation via referendum, and to redocument is short ard relegates call elected officers who do not
most of the details of government satisfactorily perform their functo a series
“Codes.”

of

bylaws

known

as

a president,

vice-president

and a Student Affairs Council. All

Regular Meetings

A Weak Point

dent voting on the proposed constitution have an understanding of

of power

among

the three

power centers. The board of control, which has “final authority”

Custom

ad

Ready

RENTALS
Fitting

To Go In Minutes

Tuxedos Eureka

Dinner Jackets, White or Color
Complete with all Accessories

Student Rate $8.50
PHONE 442-5915

a

|

vy

f

I

°

with

regard

to constitutional

and

legal
close

matters, is subject to very
control by the Student Af-

HSC Faculty
Protests Rapid
Salary Action
When
lege

the California

Board

of

approved

not

be

“unconstitutional,”

would

be

merely

“illegal.”

something

more

yet

it

than

is a well written, well thought out
document. If it should turn out
in use to be defective in any serit provides ample

means

For New Yard

Dra

finished novel, and according to
Chief Editor, Margaret deSantillana, will be considered for the
Houghton
Mifflin Literary Prize
when the novel is finished.

it did so despite

code.
All in all, as student group constitutions go, the proposed charter

ious way,

Jay Karr's
Novel Accepted

Drawings for the new Corporation Yard are complete and are
awaiting
final
approval
by
the

Board of Trustees
submitted to bid.

before

being

The new Yard will be L shaped
with frontage on 14th and B
streets. The proposed building, to
be located on the South end of the
campus, will be similar to other
buildings on campus, that is it will
have an office-type front.

Half of the manuscript of the
State
long novel, a story set in the Midfaculty.
The
L shape of the building
HSC’s staff wasn’t protesting the dle West after World War II, was
pay raise as such, but was asking sent to the contest by Mr. Karr was designed to block the workfor more time to consider the pro- last spring when about 280 pages ing area from view of the street.
of the manuscript were in finish- | The work area is to be located in
posal.
ed
form. “I knew something was the back.
The resolution of protest, which
going to happen, “Mr. Karr said,
was passed at a general faculty
The plans were submitted to the
mecting Nov. 29, was by Dr. Ross “when I received a telegram from | Board Dec. 1, 1962 and are awaitthem
on
the
seventh
of
July,
but
Y. Koen, Associate Professor of
I didn't know what, because the ing final approval before they are
Political Science.
wire
only said, ‘Letter follows’.” submitted to bidding. “They should
It pointed out that the tentative
He
said
he suffered a week of he ready for bid by next week,”
proposal for faculty pay was not
suspence
before
he found the let- said executive dean Franklin Matdistributed to members of the HSC
sler.
faculty until Nov. 21, leaving just ter from Mrs. deSantillana in his
mail
box
at
school.
three weeks for consideration and
reaction prior to the Trustees
Mr. Karr said he hopes to finHumboldt
State has been apmecting.
ish the novel carly next summer.
proved by the Veteran's Admin-

a protest from the Humboldt

It

stated

which

the

that

pay

the

method

proposal

by

was

pre-

cellor Glenn S. Dumke to “consult with faculties” before reaching conclusions on matters of ma-

jor importance.
The resolution concluded: “Be
It Farther Resolved that the Faculty of Humboldt State College
urgently petitions the Chancellor
of the California State Colleges to

o

Codes Peculiar
These codes occupy a peculiar
position. They are not a part of
the constitution itself, though article 1X of the constitution makes
provision for establishment of the
code system. Yet, details in the
codes serve to regulate many of
the provisions in the constitution
such as election of officers and listing requirements for holding of- ship for which he qualifies.
fice. A violation of a code would
There are approximately

for rectification of any deficiencies.

for the publication of an as yet un-

a salary increase proposal for some
7,000 faculty members and librarians in December,

system, because a vote for the
constitution is a vote for the codes.
Like love and marriage, they go

sor of English and Journalism has
accepted an advance from Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company

State Col-

Trustees

this “Code on Codes” and the code

A member of the HSC faculty,
Mr. Jay M. Karr, assistant profes-

| sented violates a promise by Chan-

I

together. You can’t have one without the other.

190

enrolled HSC students, ranging ia
value from $50 to $1,000. AppliceThe first code defines procedures tions for scholarships
for the
other governmental posts are to be
The new document would re- for adapting and amending subsefilled by appointment by the Pres- quire that each governmental ag- quent codes. It establishes a Codes school year 1963-64 are now availident or Vice-President, with ap- ency meet regularly, and further Committee, with the Vice-Presi- able in the Activities office. AR
proval of the Student Affairs requires that the date and time of dent as its chairman. He appoints applications must be returned to
the Activities Office by the deadCouncil.
such meetings be published well the members of the committee,
The Principle of “separation of in advance. It also states that the with the approval of the Student line March 15.
powers” is utilized in the proposed at least two general meetings of Affairs Council.
charter. There are three power the association be held each year,
The legal phraseology of any HSC offers 39 bachelor degrees
centers: an executive composed of and provides that other such meetand 20 master degree programe.
the President and his appointed ings may be called by the presi- Proposed code must be approved Thecollege is accredeted by aff
by
this
committee
before
it
will
board of commissioners, a legisla- dent, the Student Affairs Council,
major accrediting agencies through
tive body, the Student Affairs or by petition of members of the be considered by the Student Af- the Western College Association
fairs Council.
However ,thigs reCouncil,
and a judicial
branch Association.
quirement
should not keep any —one of the seven national accredcalled the Board of Control.
To
iting associations.
Attached to the new constituthe Board of Control, the new tion is the first of the by-laws, the group from successfully getting
constitution gives “final student “Code on Codes.” This first code its proposed code before the SAC,
because the constitution would
authority” on all constitutional
will come into effect “in conjunc- also require that the Codes Commatters. Checks and balances in
tion with” the new document. It
the form of vetos and over-rides is very important that each stu- mittee render assistance to any
such group in writing a proposed
are provided.
cluding

bution

TUXEDO

tions.

Students will also have the right
The new constitution would pro- to present amendments to the
vide a slate of elective officers in- constitution if any are desired.

There appears to be a weak point
in the new document in the distri-

|

LUMBERJACK

allow

the

faculties

adequate

Mr.

Karr

was

a

member

of

the | istration,

editorial staff of Better Homes and | partment

the

for

United

States

Non-Quota

Gardens, and did some free lance
| grant Students, and the State Dewriting before he entered teaching. | partment of Education.

Desiens
FOR
YOUNG
MODERNS

time

for the consideration of complex
proposals for major alterations of

WEDDING

RINGS

policy

Don’t Make A Deal Until You've Seen

maton SACCHI’S maton
44 Years in Arcata

Chevrolet

De-

Immi-

Prices brat, Fed Tan,

Fings entorged
te ehire Gotee,

10 WINDOW WILLIAMS
- Jewelers
S @ & Green Stamps— Credit Arranged
If Under 21
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Cagers Face Wolfpack, Hornets
High Spot In FWC
Wrestlers
Defense Gains HSC
LoopWin Over Aggies
Lumberjack cagers got out of the Far Western Con-

.

the Cal

farence starting gate i « harry when ther trimmed
crowd of

A

turned out

around 500

at the

At Stake For ‘Jacks
Travel For
Two Matches

Humboldt State’s improving basketball team, 1-0 in Far
Western Conference play, will be put to the test ‘tonight and
tomorrow night when it travels
to Nevada University and
Sacramento State

The

HEC gym and

Wolfpack

is led

by

Coming off a pair of wins at Bill Robinson (6°6"). Robinson
tl San Quentin (18-8) and Santa last season as a freshman and at
et oe
per Clara (17-10), the Humboldt State present ig averaging well over 20
sions. Krupka scored 22 points wrestling team meets a couple of points a game.
Nevada stands 1-1 in FWC acdespite towering opposition in 6°8” tougher foes in Mare Island, toGlenn Cooper and 6'7” Bob Wil- night and Chico State, tomorrow tion after making the tough Bay
Area trip. The Wolfpack
edged
mot. Wendell Hayes got 14, but night.
Chico won the recent Far Wes- Alameda State, 57-56, but was run
Rogers was held to just four
tern Conference Invitational meet over by San Francisco State, 81points.
All-Tournament guard Bob Hor- and will be favored to down the 53.
Sacramento, the defending conwath led Cal Poly with 19 points, Lumberjacks. HSC will be comhowever a total of ten Mustangs peting without the services of its ference champion and runnerups
regular 157-pound man Gene Vej- in last year’s
NAIA
basketball
hit the scoring column.
lost its two
FWC
The Lumberjacks bounced back tasa, who is out with injured ribs. tournament,
for a consolation victory against
Mare Island dropped two close games last weekend to SF State
their “cousins” from Willamette, matches to Humboldt last year and Alameda.
Two weeks ago the Hornets cap62-53. This was HSC’s third win and the result figures to be close
tured the Chico State Invitational
of the year against the Bearcats. this time too.
basketball classic and they had
Hayes, who made the All-TourTo cover for Vejtasa’s injury
nament team, scored 19 points to Humboldt coach Frank Van Deren been rated favorites to cop the loop
lead both teams in scoring. Krup- can do one of two things. Don title again until injuries struck
ka again hit double figures with Lewis, the normal 147-pound com- down forward Ron Rohrer and
14. Humboldt led by seven at half- petitor, might move up a notch guard John Dille.
Both Rohrer (hairline fracture
time and the Bearcats never threat- with Darwin Schager taking over
of elbow) and Dille (knee injury)
ened thereafter.
his spot or Keith Ballard might might be ready to go tomorrow
Lewis and Clark downed HSC, step into the 157-pound class with night against HSC and this would '
77-62 in the battle for the conso- Lewis remaining at 147.
be bad news.
lation
championship,
despite
a
Othe HSC men making the trip
Even if Rohrer and Dille can’t
great performance by the 62” include
Joe
DeFreitas
(123), make it, the Hornets will rate no
Hayes. Wendell took high point Howie
Covington
(130), Larry worse than an even chance against
honors with 21 and also garnered Nowakowski (137), Pete Nasmyth the Lumberjacks because of the
19 rebounds to give him a record- (167), Al Hagerstrand (177) and home court advantage. Two regbreaking 45 for the three tourna- Ron Treat (unlimited).
ulars from last year’s Hornet five,
ment games.
Chico’s
defending
conference Tom Pugliese and Bill Baker, will
The Pioneers led by Jim Boutin
champion in the 157-pound divi- start for coach Ev Shelton's team.
(6°S”) raced to a
28 halftime
Coach Franny Givins got some
sion Stan Benson is a doubtful
lead and were never headed. Bouparticipant against
the Lumber- bad news earlier in the week when
tin, a small college All-American
jacks. Benson is apparently out two reserves Pat O'Brien and Jercandidate, finished the game with
ry Buda turned in their uniforms.
with
a hand injury.
19 points.
Buda, who had been a starter earl-'
Chico is strong in the two
The split in four games left
ier this year, ran into scholastic
lighter
weights
with
Mickey
King
difficulties and is also expecting
HSC with a 7-5 overall record and
a good chance for its first winning (123) and Mike Simpson (130), a call shortly from the armed serhowever Simpson is faced with a vice. No reason was given for O'season in three years.
challenge when he meets HSC's
Howie Covington.
Covington has been hampered

Humboldt hit 30
egeeea a cold-shooting
of its field goal cacao. while the Aggies
Davis

from

Mustangs

The

cent.

held a narrow 16-15 lead at half‘time.
Larry Krupka, a 6°6” senior cen‘Jack

in the

the big man

ter, was

triumph. Krupka grabbed 2! rebounds and scored 13 points in
his

perhaps

a

as

hour

greatest

Humboldt State basketball player.
Forwards Wendell Hayes, 13
points, and Felix Rogers, 12 points,
also were big factors in the wellKrup-

and

Hayes

victory.

earned

ka did such a fine job rebounding
that

completely

they

nullified

the

HumAggies height advantage.
.boldt wound up with a 47-31 ad‘vantage

on

the backboards.

A trek to the Chico Invitational
Baskeaball Tournament gained the
"Jacks added experience, but that
was about all as coach Franny
.Givins’ team finished sixth.
Sacramento State won the tournament with a 52-47 victory over
the host Chico State Wildcats.
The Hornets also beat Willamette
in their
and Cal Poly (SLO)
march to the title.
Humboldt lost its first round
to a strong Cal Poly team,
—
-§3. Cal Poly was in command
all the way, leading by as much
a couple

as 20 points on

of occa-

HumboldtOff
NCAA Probation
Humboldt

Rose

Bowl

State can

next

play in the

ycar—at

they're eligible now.
The Lumberjacks were

least

restored

to good standing earlicr this week
along with two other members of
the

National

Association.
Humboldt

Collegiate

was

placed

Athletic

on

one

Jr. Jacks Down
Logger Quintet |

year’s probation late last vear because of play in the NAIA foot-

Humboldt State’s Junior Jacks
continued to show their ey

ball playoffs in 1960. Whitworth
College, an opponent of HSC next

over

somewhat by a heel
should
be ready to
Simpson.

injury, but
go against

schools.

Saturday |

night in the
probation for Eureka High
playoffs.
; victims of a
which was on
The Jacks
probation
for recruiting practices ing 30-13, following « 14-6 advanin basketball, was the third mem- |tage at the end of the initial perber restored to good standing.
iod. The local high school team
| stayed even with the Hilltoppers
in the third period, cach scoring
|13 points. In the last stanza it
was the winners scoring 15 times |
and the Loggers 6 times.
|
Roger Barisdale took high point

year, was also on
taking part in the
Utah University,

honors with 13 points. Mike Thurber added 10 for the winners. Mike
Seely led the
12 points.

Logger

assault

Nevada
Sacramento

1
0

GAMES
FRIDAY

Pact. GBL
1000
1000
%
100
%
$00 1

1
2

THIS

S00
000

Sports
A

FWC BASKETBALL

STANDINGS
W L
Men's gym it was the |
2 0
Loggers who became | SF State
Humboldt
1 0
58-32 rout.
Chico St
1 0
went in at half leadAlameda &t.
1 1

local high

WRA Busy With

1
2

WEEK

HSC at Nevada.
Chico at Sacramentto.

SATURDAY

basketball

the

half

17-5,

with

but

with

the Jacks

them
scoreless and
down 17-14 at the end
period. But the Chico
scored the Hilltoppers
to one to assure the
In Volleyball action

Chico

held

were only
of the third
squad outtwo goals
victory.
the “Sloppy

Eights” downed “Cathy's Clown's”
21-18 for the Championship. On
Dec. 10, the
Association
and Fencing.

HSC at Sacramento.
Chico at Nevada.

game

State and a Volleyball Championship, highlighted action
for the
Women's
Recreation
Association |
of Humboldt State.
On Dec. 8 the HSC'ers lost to
Chico 21-16. The winners lead at

Womens
started

Recreation
Badminton

sensational

Brien's decision to leave the team.
On

the other

guard

Jack

injured

knee

All Pizzas
will be sold at 20c less than regular

price during
this hour.

JERRY MOORE COMBO
Friday and Saturday Nights
VA 2-7886
PIZZA
TO GO

side of the ledger,

Atwood,

out

with

against

the

Cal

an
Ag-

gies, should be ready for at least
part-time duty against Nevada and
Sacramento.
Humboldt

again

will

depend

Hayes and center Larry Krupka
to do the brunt of the scoring. All
three
have
been
averaging
in
double figures for the entire seas-

on.

The ‘Jack cagers will be idle
next week
before hosting archrival Chico State in a pair of games
on Jan. 25 and 26.

JILL‘’S
Drive-In
L

18th
& G
mt

COLLEGE
MAN
IN QUEST OF
A STORE TO
HANG HIS HAT
Try the University Corner
for the Shapely tapered
shirt . . . fingertip topcoats,
Phi-Bates brogues (leather
lined shoes with an education) ... the corduroy coat

tional).

BOWLING
ENTERTAINMENT
213% Broadway

EUREKA

HI 3-4533

on

its high-scoring front line of forwards Felix Rogers and Wendell

HANG

15 — 7-8 P.M.

center

(rugged, masculine, tradi.

In 1956 the HSC tennis team
finished fourth in the league while
the golf squad had a bad year,
ending up in last place.

TUESDAY, JANUARY

sophomore

made the All-FWC cage team

YOUR HAT
AT THE

ARTHUR
JOHNSON'S

)
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New Student Loan Program
Under Consideration at HSC
By CHUCK FREITAS
Staff Writer

underwrite college students for up
to $1000

a year.

The principles of the College
Humboldt State students may
have a new student loan program Reserve Program are to make an
available in the near future as adequate supply of low-cost, longplans are being made to endorse term bank credit available to needy
the new College Reserve Program students at little or no cost to
developed by USA Funds, United HSC; and to relieve HSC of all
student loan administration and
Student Aid Funds.
When and if the program is put collection responsibility.
Funds, a non-

To

profit, tax-exempt corporation, will

into effect, the USA

HSC

participate

in

the

serve with USA Funds equal to
8% of the estimated student loan
requirements.
This

enables

USA

students

by hometown

every

$1000

USA,

they will make

underwrite

to en-

HSC
$25,000

banks.

For

deposits

with

available and

in bank

loans

to students.

Students are
a re- have completed

program,

needs only to deposit

Funds

dorse or underwrite bank loans to

required only to
their freshman

year, and be able to show that
they cannot qualify for a conventional bank loan (inadequate collateral or income.)
Payment on the loan is not due
until four months following undergraduate or graduate education.
Students may take 36 months
to pay at the minimum 6% breakinterest rate of average banks
Two HSC students were injured in separate highway acci- even
on installment loans, which is a
dents and another broke her arm horseback riding over the simple interest, non-profit miniholiday vacation according to reports from the IISC health mum.
center,
USA Funds handles the expenAlso alumnus George Pardee died of suffocation from an | sive ,time consuming loan proceopen gas heater in his one-room 334% G Street cottage in dures, paper work and collection
the carly morning of Dec. 29.
|in conjunction with the participatPardee had returned home from ing banks.
a party at which his engagement
HSC would be relieved of the
}to Marilyn Woody was announced.
duties and responsibilities of hand-

Three Students Injured
During Holiday Vacation

ndell

upka
. All
g in

seasidle
arch-

Two Scholars
Honored By
Delta Sigs

Evidentally,

The Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity
recently honored two members, ad-

ding their names to the gold scholarship rolls of the HSC chapter.
The HSC fraternity honors two
men each semester for scholarship
achievement for the preceding se-

he

had

closed

all

the

windows and turned the heater on
full blast before retiring to bed.
A former
forestry
student
at
HSC, Pardee had won the Spring
“Bull of the Woods” contest and
the Popera King title besides serving as an assistant forestry instructor in 1962.
Bob Shelsta, a sophomore forest
management major from Redwood

City, was the most seriously injured of the three reported cases.
He

fell asleep

at the wheel

of his

mester.
car near Weott on his way to ArThe best scholar of the active cata for a hunting trip and ran off
membership and the pledge class the road on Dec. 28.
is honored for scholarship achieveHe laid unconscious for several
ment.

The

award

is

based

upon

hours

and

finally

crawled

up

the

ling such procedures

and it offers

the spring

'62 semester

as he ob-

honor.

Dr.

Noah

Stromberg,

HSC

Dad of the Year for '62, accepted
the award as Ross Stromberg was
attending law school at the University of California at Berkeley
at the time of the presentation.
The pledge scholarship honor
was presented to Neal Thompson,

of

school.

The other automobile accident
occurred on New Year's Eve. A
graduate forestry student, Lloyd
Phinney, ran into a bridge abut-

Lynn

Hemenway,

arts

major

a spohomore

from

Auburn,

tional Act loans” available to students at the present time. Legislation on this loan system will ex-

agreed

to

cooperate

with

USA

is available

major meeting the requirements
and who is approved by the financial aid officer of HSC. Students’
parents do not assume any financial obligation.
Further action on this new loan
program by HSC is pending investigation and may be available
in the next year with information
being released through Mr. Hoffe
in the Placement Office.

to any

student

May

25-29—final

exams;

May

tion;

6—instruction

May

resumes;

! — Lumberjack

Jan.

SAME geass

HI 2-4467

Days;

FALOR’S
harmacy
1563 G STREET - NORTHTOWN
9am. to9pm

—

Mon-Sun.

of any

DINING
OUT?

NEW YEAR SALE
- Large Selection of Timex Clocks
and Men’s, Women’s Timex Watches

One-Third Off
- - - Women’s Shampoos, Hairsprays,
Cream Rinses, Deodorants

One-Third
to One-Half off

hief of
to

HUTCHINS
GROCERY

start,

20-24
— final exams; Jan. 30-31—
registration; Feb. 3 — instruction
begins; March 23-30—Easter vaca-

3.38 during his pledge period which

se-

will

Jan.

extended through
mester, °62.

spring

classes

multiply student loan capacity 12%
times per deposit, enabling needy
students to acquire additional loans
to further their education, according to the USA
Funds outline
booklet.

Funds of which it has, in one year,
Calif., joined the ranks of the in- endorsed bank loans to over 1500
a junior forestry major from Cam- jured when she fell off her horse students.
po, Calif. Thompson
acquired a and broke her arm on Dec. 31.
The College Reserve Program
the

semester

is put into effect at HSC, it would

pire in 1966 and USA Funds is
predicted by administrators to bement and was operated on for sev- come the chief source of student
eral small broken bones near his loans by that time.
left-eye. Phinney plans to return
Representatives of the banking
to school on Jan. 14.
communities in 27 states have
liberal

1963-64 Dates Set by Council _
Fall

JEROME
STUDIO

the grade point average of the se- enbankment and was rushed to
mester with the recipient's name the Garberville hospital. They were
being added to a gold plaque.
unable to treat his ankle there, so
Ross Stromberg, a member of he was taken to Eureka for specThe USA Funds has been referGreen and Gold Key, was awarded ial treatment. He has since suf- red to as the “civilian counterpart
the active scholarship honor for fered a blood clot and dropped out of the National Defense Educatained a 4.0 point grade average.
This was the second time Stromberg was awarded the scholarship

StS JUST YOUR IMAGINATION— NOW HOW COULD A
‘PEEPING TOM LOOK. INTO YOUR SECOND-STORY wer

baccalaure: ate and comm
on Sept. 16, according to a calen- |
to the local banks, colleges, and |
Academic | ment.
dar approved
by the
foundations a consulting service at |
Council Nov. 27.
no cost.
The academic year and the of- |
President Lawrence M. Gould of ficial start of the semester will be
Carleton College stated that “Pro- on Sept. 9, registration will be
ce ssing and collecting student
Sept. 10-13, and the College EIloans is a nuisance to any college ementary School will open Sept.
and a diversion from its fundamen- 10.
tal educational task.
The United
Other significant dates on the
FOR YOUR
Student Aid Funds program com- academic calendar include:
CONVENIENOB
pletely relieves the college of this
Nov. 8—Homecoming; Nov. 28has ” Ta
responsibility.”
29—Thanksgiving
holidays;
Dec.
If the college Reserve Program 23-Jan. 3—Christmas holidays;
12th& I Sts.

f

d on
for-

- Deluxe Perfume Spray Bottles,

s8o

least
. and

Figurenes
of All Sorts

EAT
AT THE

One-HalfOff
FALOR’S THE STUDENT STORE

VARSITY

- FREE DELIVERY
- -

on the PLAZA

AT
weet ekat aiita
Then O 8 OWT Rarrareary

with

i

1963

Recess Not All Rest CAMPUS CASUALS
For Faculty, Either |

The Constitution
...
Things Said
And Unsaid

By NANCY WILLS
Staff Writer
The Christmas holidays were mainly work days for Humboldt State educators and administrators—if a survey
at random

Dr.

is representative,

Roscoe

spent

much

of the vacation supervising the construction of his new

home.

Dr. Peithman’s

By Red Witehell
constitu-

tution.

nd rightly

A

+

ways

i

H

ints

;

oS

——

er

thee

"e

De
:
PS

i the
ncn

Metre

an

if

oat a few
:
ion
of

vote Is to be
document,

the]

of elective positions in stu-

t

government

would

be

dras-

fly reduced. The various comfoal
8, (rally, organization

by
) will no longer be chosen
Ie
ctdaee
electorate, diedbut by :the President
n,

the
pee

Associatio
with the appo.
cas
:
Student
Affairs Counthe
Stude
'

+ It will be stated that the Presirent knows better than the Student

Body what
person
is best
ified ‘to fill a certain
post.
is is a subjective judgment, and
cpnnot be easily refuted.

the

over

its improvements

and

points

:

present

consti-

ae

aa

:

against

anything.

This

restriction

/can only serve to negate the rights
and recall
\°' f initiative,
!
’ referendum
ener!

purports

the constitution

Which

jguarantee

, The

the

the

student

drafters

new

aware

and proponents

constitution

of

the

to

body.

are

difficulty

of

oti

well)

getting

|

3. large
kee
ce
aC.
This is why you will find no such

of

percentage

stated
GUired
tot
o

to

adopt

the

new

re-

voting

constitu-

|

;
They 2 know
that if: passage of
EY
the constitution required the same
25 per cent of the electorate it will
take to amend that consitution, it:
would never be passed.
|
Certainly, if a minor act such as |
recalling
an inefficient president
requires a 25 per cent voter turn- |
out, a major decision such as adopting a new constitution should
require the same or more.

physics,

her family

Seattle
party

for
on

Mrs.

flew

the

down

Christmas

Avis

from)

traditional

family |

Eve.

Passie, head

resident |

of Sunset Hall, celebrated Christmas with her niece in Sacramento. |
Her daughter, Marna Murphy, a/|
Hi!!!
1949 HSC graduate traveled from |
Washington D.C. to join the fam-|
Was Santa good to all HSC stuily gathering. Also present were/dents
and did everyone
have a
Mrs. Passie’s brother and his fam-| sane, safe and sober Happy New

$100 Prize

No doubt the drafters

nents of this charter will be telling us of its many

good

and

of

“Sea Grass,” a drawing by Associate Professor of Art Max Butler, has won a $100 prize in the
20th American Drawing Annual at lily from Vallejo.
Year?
Norfolk Museum, Norfolk, Va.
Dr. Frank Wood, foreign langHope y'all had a lovely vacation
The museum purchased the work 'uage professor, was busy with gen- |
for $75 for its permanent collec- eral repair work on his ranch dur- and a nice time writing term paption, following the judging.
ing the holidays. The Woods ob- ers and boning up for finals? No?
Zartlett Hayes Jr., director of served a traditional New [England
This was truly the marryest
the Addison Gallary of American Christmas at home.
'Christmas for many HSC couples.
Miss
Kate
Buchanan,
Dean
of
Art, Andover, Mass., judged the
Activities, had Christmas
dinner
drawings.
Zest wishes
to Ron
Peterson
with her family in Arcata.
Like
The show will run through
the
and his bride ,the former Pat Sodmnany
a
busy
administrator,
Miss
rest of this month.
3uchanan spent much of her vaca- erberg; Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Grottion

Speaker Tuesday
From Stanford

in

Dr.

history,

her

campus

Ralph

Roske,

his

wife

ting
new

office.

professor

Rosemary

of

Grace

and). 5.

1958

best-seller,

Lincoln’s

atedStudent“Body of

'

rumpord

}{|

be

How

allocated

will

its

among

the

Karshner’s word)

| office or can any mediocre student
lead the government?
What would happen if the Student) Affairs Council decided to!
}impeach the Board of Control, and |
Ithe Board of Control judged that |
the impeachment proceedings were
illegal? What is the Board of Con|trol doing with the power of sanc- |
tions such as revoking charters of |
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| Kunstal and Tamera Tryon. Gorgeous ring Tamera . . .and Ron,
you looked ever so handsomely
| collegiate wearing those continental wash 'n wear style slacks from
Daly's. Of Acrilon acrylic and rayon,
sizes from
26-36,
they are
chargreen and priced at $7.98.
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price for
wnder the constitution would not}
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any student sponsored affair must
one conducive to changes by |
10 Days Not Enough
Dr. Knoles, who has traveled !ze cleared with the student board
student body. The powers re-|
Another provision which would
extensively
and has written four jof finance before any advertising
by the student body can tend to limit student control over
is done.
be initiated by a petition con- | governmental activities is the stip- published books, is an expert on
_
the signatures of 10 per | ulation that any petition for refer- current political events.
He
has
heen
associated
with
cent of the student body.
endum must present signatures of
This in itself is probably wise,|!0 per cent of the student body Stanford since 1935. He received
the constitution goes on to| Within 10 school days after the his Master of Arts degree from
that only elections of this na-| legislation is approved. Ten school College (now University of the
Pacific and his Ph. D from StanState Col
Arcata,
alifornia,
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ornia int
legiate Press
e
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a
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Service,
Inc.
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New York, N. ¥
designed to limit government, not
Of course,
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makes
the assumption
that. the
Another criticism of the pro- four classes represent the best div1
posed new constitution is not for ision of interests on campus. We
what it says, but for what it does have already discussed this point,
not say. While the use of “codes” and will not pursue it here.
“ON THE PLAZA”
to simplify the basic charter is a!
At bottom, the proposed new
good idea, much has been put in constitution
is a solid piece of
the codes that should be stated in work, well designed, for the most
the constitution itself.
part, to utilize the power vested in
Many of the questions that must the student body.
It’s an honest
Revion
be answered before a student can one, too, for in section VII-B of
vote intelligently on the constitu- the Code on Codes, we find the
Arden
tion are not in the constitution. sentence, “The Codes Committee
Mas P
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Peace Corps Plans to Double in’63
Mounting Requests Follow
Volunteer Achievements
stu-

Amid conflicting views of optimism and skepticism, the Peace
Corps launched a scant 18 months ago a new experiment in United
States aid to developing nations.

lew

“A boondoggle,” some cried. “Overseas junkets for beatniks,”
said others.

ion
a) -

“A noble undertaking,” countered the optimists.
While the debate continued, thousands of young Americans,
(and some not so young) quietly volunteered their services to
help people in need around the
world. Nearly §,.000 Volunteers
are already at work in more
than 42 countries. By the beginning of the next school year,
9,000 Volunteers will be on the

No?
les.

Thailand Bout
Ends in Draw
For Volunteer

son

od‘ot-

oe

the

|
PEACE CORPS

TEACHER

Kenneth Baer of Beverly Hills, Calif., instructs a class of Ghanaian students

in Accra. Baer received a Master's degree in American history from the University of California in
1961. He now teachers general arts subjects at the Ebeneezer Secondary School in Accra.

Tribal Dances, Chants
Spark Ghanaian Nights

College Grads
Best Qualified

(Editor's note: Newell Flather of Lowell, Mass., is a Peace
Corps Volunteer teacher in Winneba, Ghana. The following
is from a letter he wrote.) Six months ago my future seemed
settled and secure. Fresh out of college | had been accepted by the
University of Virginia Law School, and except for a superficial
spring course, I hardly knew where Ghana was.
A late June telegram from
the Peace Corps, two months
training at Berkeley, two weeks
indoctrination at the University
of Ghana, Legon, and three and
one half months of residence in
Ohio
University will award
Winneba have considerably alacademic credit to Peace Corps
tered this circumstance.

Colleges Give
Academic Credit

Volunteers, announced Dr. Rog-

I find

ers Finch, Chief of the Division

of University

Relations for the

Peace Corps.
“This
is an
unprecedented
move which we expect will be
followed by other universities,”
Dr. Finch said. The program
applies specifically to a teaching
project in the West Cameroons,
sponsored by the Peace Corps
and administered by the Uni-

versity of Ohio.
Currently, three types of activities for which academic credit
may be sought on an individual
basis by a Volunteer are:

1) The

Peace Corps

training

year's funds.

Sargent Shriver, director of
the Peace Corps, said the second
year goal was to increase the

area of

number

academic credit exists in individual study, provided it does
not detract from the basic pur-

to

100-900
pm.

™
MWoem

T
Thpm

of Volunteers

overseas

10,000.

Praise for the Peace Corps has

poses for which the Volunteer is
serving overseas.

and my job all very interesting. The school is deep-seated
and saturated with Ghanaian
revolutionary tradition. As History Department Chairman, |
have been asked by the headmaster to write a history of the
school, a fascinating undertaking with which | am currently
occupied.
Here a beautiful hospital functions side by side with active
fetish priests and powerful African Jaju.
My house is within
hearing distance of the ceremonial grounds, and I can catch

lion Peace Corps appropriation
for fiscal 1963. The appropriation, supported by both parties
in Congress, almost doubled last

experience

A third potential

town,

Congress has voted a $59 mil-

Univer-

2) Some colleges will give
course credit for the cultural,
3)

my

Corps Allotted
$59 Million

sity and New Paltz State Teachers College to give credit for the
training program.

job and
language
gained abroad.

school,

(See ‘Tribal,’ page 4)

program for which full or partial
equivalency to regularly established academic courses may be
given by some institutions. Plans
are now underway at Columbia
Teachers College, the University

of Pittsburgh, Syracuse

my

come from all sides of Congress
including some of the more conservative members.

the

Wpm.

Th p.m.

English X Usage Sat., Jen. 26, 9:00 pm. F 128.

class

All college students are
urged to complete their degree requirements before
entering the Peace Corps.
Although a degree is not
a prerequisite for all projects, the possession of a
degree is definitely considered an asset by Peace
Corps officials.

Liaisons Serve
2,000 Campuses
More than 2,000 Peace Corps
liaison officers are assisting the
Peace Corps on as many camPuses across the nation.
Appointed by the university president, these faculty or administrative officers are the direct link
between the Peace Corps and the
colleges.
Serving as advisors and publicists, the liaison is usually in
contact with Volunteer alumni
serving overseas. Interested students who do not know the
local liaison officer may find his
identity by calling the college
president's office.
Student-faculty or all-student
Peace Corps committees have
been organized on many campuses to help the liaison officer.
The committees promote special
Peace Corp events, disseminate
information and support alumni
Volunteers in the field. Further
information about such support

job,

For the first time in known
history, an American fighter recently came out of the ring right
side up after « match with a
Thai. The American fighter was
Bob Pitts, a Peace Corps Volunteer, from Redbank, N.J.
Pitts, who teaches physics at
Chulalongkorn
University, did
not go into the ring unprepared.
He had been a boxer at Yale
University where he received his
B.A. degree. He had trained for
three weeks under a former Thai
champion, studying the vagaries
of Thai boxing which permits
kicking, knecing. elbowing and
gouging.
The fans applauded gleefully
as Pitts performed the pre-bout
ritual of drawing symbols and
making incantations to down the
spirit of his opponent, Wooth
Barbos.
Although the incantations didn’t completely succeed
in downing Barbos’ spirit, they
at least subdued it. The match
was a draw.

Athletic training ranks high in
the needs of developing nations,
in part because it helps develop
health and physical fitness. But
even more
important
in the
minds of country leaders is the
feeling of national pride and
unity that comes from creditable
performance of their teams at
Olympic or regional games.

How are they doing?
One
measure is the response of the
nations where they have gone.
Every country has asked for
double, triple or quadruple the
number of Volunteers already
at

work.

Said
Colombia's
President
Valencia in his inaugural address: “The mission which they
(the Volunteers) are furthering
is truly extraordinary and meritorious, worthy of Colombia's
gratitude.
They
make
direct
contact with our most humble
people in our towns and villages: they hear their complaints,
understand
their anguish and
stimulate their hopes.
“There
is no other action
more effective to the service of
continental integration than this
Peace Corps which allows a
young man from Chicago to
know the thoughts of a man
from
Sabanalarga
or
Firavitoba.”

President Valencia has scored
part of the Peace Corps’ basic
objectives—human
understanding. Congress defined for the
Peace Corps these primary aims:
1. To help developing nations
meet their needs for trained
manpower.

(See ‘Mounting. page 4)

work can be obtained by writing
Public

Affairs,

Peace

Corps,

Washington 25, D. C.
Overseas, too, college professors are making their contribution. In addition to the teachers
serving with the 12 universityadministered projects, there are

(See ‘Liaisons,’ page 3)

action,

system

stated

that

is actually

the

new|will

Nancy Tanner, 22, a Peace Corps Volunteer from Henderson, Ky.,
cavorts with some of her Chilean friends. She is teaching preschool children in San Gregorio, a low-income housing develop-

ment in Santiago. Miss Tanner attended Hollins College in Virginia.

help transform the rigors of | waiting

a larger | waiting out the line into an easier | fain.

program of preferential registra- | task.
tion than was in existence before.
Bottlenecks
He approved the class system and|/where
actual

in the Men’s Gym,
registration

takes

students

in the event

of

While free coffee and a taped
|concert are easing student's pros
(CONTINUES ON PAGE $)

From

The Director
much

from

its youth.

Alex-

ander Hamilton was 3! when he wrote the Federalist papers,
and Thomas Jefferson was 33 when he wrote the Declaration
of Independence.

More importantly, the young men and women of the world
are on the move. The President of the Central African Repub-

lic is 31.

The Chief of State of Guinea is 39.

Prime Minister is 37.

Mauritania’s

The Prime Minister of Morocco

is 32.

In this world it is an asset to be young — and to be committed
to responsibility.

The Peace Corps has already spoken to the heart of a young
nation
— a nation in which 45 per cent of the people are
under 25 years of age.
Students from more than 800 of America’s colleges and
universities have provided the Peace Corps with almost 90
percent of its Volunteers. Therefore, it is to the future Vol-

unteers that will come from campuses of colleges and universities throughout the nation that we are dedicating this special
section.
The world is coming alive. New countries are bursting with
activity. In Latin America and the Middle East, in Africa and
Asia, there is an urgent desire to leap into the twentieth
century.

The Peace Corps is part of our effort to help make that leap
forward a succéss. It is a part of our effort to help in the
world-wide assault against poverty, hunger, ignorance and disease — a grass roots, rice roots volunteer effort of free men.
There has been an important missing link in our existing

programs

of

foreign

assistance — and

the

link

was

well

described by a student from Pakistan, who said:
“We are not ungrateful for the aid we have received . . .
but it would be infinitely better if it could be done in a more
direct and personal way.”
It is important to emphasize that Americans working abroad

as members of the Peace Corps will receive as much as they
give, and perhaps more. I want to make it clear that when
our Volunteers go to other countries they will go to learn, not
just to watch.
So, we must combine to work together
— our Peace Corps
Volunteers imparting some of the technical knowledge we have
learned in the last few generations
— and in turn learning
something of the cultures that have developed in other nations
over many generations. It is a two-way street.

From Fishermen To Profs:
The Peace Corps Trains All
How do you prepare a Volunteer who will be a fisherman in
Togo?
On the other hand, how would
you train a Volunteer who will
be a university professor
in
Venezuela?
These are the questions that
the training division of the Peace
Corps must face and answer.
The major part of the training
is usually conducted at an Amer-

ican university. This lasts approximately ten weeks. Language, customs, history and culture of the host country are em-

Is Testing Area
For Training

By Sargent Shriver
merica has always expected

New York Slum

2. To insure that the Volunteers will be able to speak the
language of the country of their
assignment. Instruction averages
as much as five hours daily.
3. To teach the geography,
economy, history, traditions and
customs of the country to which
the Volunteers will be assigned.
4. To insure that the Volunteers have an adequate knowledge of their country and heritage.
5. To inform the Volunteers
of Communist ideology and tactics.

Slum neighborhoods of New
York City are the testing ground
for a new concept in training
Peace Corps Volunteers to work
in community development in
Latin America. During October,
90 trainees for Colombia served
on a field-work program in Manhattan’s lower East Side and in
the East
districts.

Harlem

and

Chelsea

Organized by the New York
School of Social Work of Columbia University, the training
program
provides
for seven
hours a day of community work
with New York City welfare
agencies, in addition to classes in
social work and in Spanish.

This phase of training for the
Colombia project followed eight
weeks of training at the University of New Mexico and four
weeks in Puerto Rico. The total
training program of 16 weeks is
the longest ever undertaken by

“Any Sigma Chis in the orea?”

the Peace Corps and the first to
include field work in a specifically urban environment.
The New
York training is
designed to prepare Volunteers
for community development under the auspices of CARE in
eight cities of Colombia.
Assignments in Colombia will
include work in initiating and
developing
neighborhood
selfhelp projects.

Questionnaires
Due For Grads
Students who are interested in joining the Peace
Corps at the end of January or June semesters
should submit Questionnaires now.
Completing
the Ques-

tionnaire is the first step;
it
precedes
the
Peace
Corps test. Six to eight
weeks
are
required
to
process the Questionnaire.
Questionnaires may be
obtained from your campus Peace Corps Liaison

Officer, from placement
offices, post offices, United
States Senators or Congressmen, or directly from

the Peace Corps, Washington 25, D.C.

Keprinted

courtesy

of General

(Editor's note: David Szanton, 24, is a Peace Corps
Volunteer

teaching

in

the

Philippines. A native New
Yorker, Szanton wrote a letter describing his life in the
Philippines to the Harvard
Peace Corps Advisor. Following are excerpts from that
letter. )

At least in the Philippines, the
Peace

Corps

cultural

is not

introducing

imperialism;

quite

the

reverse, most of the Peace Corps
Volunteers are working to erase
that evil.
I and another fellow (an Antioch graduate), have a house of
our own in the town of Numancia of the province of Aklan.
That puts us just about in the
middle of the country in the

region

known

as

the

Visayas.

Cocoanuts, fish and rice are the
three major products of the area,
though income is relatively low
in comparison to some other
parts of the country. Our house
is partially of wood construction,

but

mostly

bamboo

and

nipa

floors are split bamboo and the

Volunteer will be using.
Following the university training, most of the Volunteers go
to Puerto Rico for an additional
month.
Contrary to some re-

house in general is quite airy,
light and comfortable. It is not
as ornate as the homes of a ma-

jority of the teachers we work
with.

Physically

there

are

no

ports, this is no muscle factory.

problems whatsoever and all this

Physical conditioning, a large
part of the camp's training, is

talk about the great sacrifices
Volunteers are making is just so

adjusted

much hogwash.

to the individual's age

and abilities. The program is
aimed as much at the mind as
the body.
It is intended
to
strengthen
self-confidence

Teaching

Teachers

Most of our waking hours are
spent one way or another working in or through the schools.
Specifically, I've been
in the
Central School, grades one to

through challenge and reveal to
the trainees their own unexpected
capacities.
Language
training
is coritinued
at the

six,

camp.

19 teachers,

approximately

In most cases, additional training is given the Volunteer when

650 kids. The Bureau of Public
Schools requested that we work
largely in the fields of second

he arrives in the host country.
In preparing the Volunteer for
his work, there are several basic

science. Those in fact have been
our focal points, though an oc-

objectives:
1. To improve

quired
skills.

technical

PAGE
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language (English) teaching and
James Welcome, 24, from Bloomington, Ill., and two farmers are
inspecting wheat samples from the village farms. Welcome is an
agricultural extension agent in Colombia. He attended the University of Illinois where he majored in agronomy.
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Sacrifice? ‘Hogwash Says
Volunteer in Philippines
my time working with the teachers, helping them develop their

lesson plans, teaching them the
general science they are to teach
their classes and doing demonstrations for science classes and
of second
language
teaching
techniques for which we were
trained at Penn State and the

training center here. Have also
been building various science
demonstration equipments, as
they are called here.
Now not all of the Volunteers
are focusing so strongly on the
teachers, and I, in fact, intend to
shift emphasis myself when the
new school year begins in June.
Am going to put in several hours
a week working on remedial

English

casional class in water safety or

with a small

group of

the slower students and on advanced science programs with
about a dozen of the brighter
kids who are more apt to go on
to high school.
The almost universal reaction

of the Volunteer, once he gets
to know his community, is to
attempt to do something about

palm.
It's got a living room,
kitchen, pantry. and bath. The

phasized. Refresher courses are
given in the work skills that the

Features

(See ‘Sacrifice,’ page 4 )
&'

Language Plays
Placement Role
Prior knowledge of a language
is not essential for many Peace
Corps assignments but language
often is a factor in geographical
placement of Peace Corps applicants. Students well-versed in
French probably would be asked
to train for positions in the
French-speaking areas of Africa.
Similarly.
a knowledge
of
Spanish particularly qualifies an
applicant in a project for a Latin
American country.
Applicants are not expected to
know the more exotic languages.
An intensive language training
program, patterned after the successful laboratory methods de-

veloped

during

World

War

Il,

social studies is also to be expected. Like most of the other

produces remarkable progress in
learning a new language or in
improving a basic knowledge of

Volunteers,

French or Spanish.

I've spent

most

of
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Liberal Arts Grads Requested by Emerging Nations
Math, Science
Instructors
In Demand

Initiative,
Versatility
Aid Volunteer

The liberal arts graduate has
a wide variety of Peace
opportunities in teaching, since
more than half the Volunteers
are serving in classroom situa-

A liberal arts major who
doesn’t want to go into teaching,
but who would still like to go
into the Peace Corps may serve
in community development proj-

tions.

ects.

The majority of the requests
for teachers come in the fields of

Community

term

mathematics, physics, chemistry
and biology, or for the teaching

velop their own cadre of techwith

This map shows the countries where Peace Corps Volunteers
4,178 Volunteers in 42 developing nations of the world.

doubtedly

aerivity

Countay

Corps

in

for

experienced

teachers, and seeks the graduate
who has been trained in teaching
f or some overseas programs, for-
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ROAD SURVEYING techniques
are explained by Volunteer Eugene Schreiber to co-workers in

3,569

Tanganyika.

Schreiber, 21, isa

civil engineering graduate
Purdue University.
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in commerce at North Carolina
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January 1963 through
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at least 1S professors serving
aus Peace Corps Representatives
abroad with the Volunteers.
There are people like William
J. P. Mangin, associate professor
of sociology and anthropology at
Syracuse University, who is serving in Peru.
Dr. Mangin had
been a field director in Peru for
Cornell University, after receiving his B.A. from Syracuse and
his Ph.D. from Yale.
William F. Unsoeld, the Peace
Corps deputy representative in

British Honduras.
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To the previous experience of
the Volunteer, the Peace Corps
adds special training in rudimentary technical skills.

gon State University in Corvallis.
An
expert)
mountaineer,
Dr.
Unsoeld has been selected as
“Chef d'Attaque” for the 1963
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Nepal, was assistant professor of
philosophy and religion at Ore-
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cinct level with rural and urban
people, helping them define and
place priorities on their needs
and desires, helping them to harness their resources and capabilities to achieve their goals.
For community development
workers the decisive qualifications are versatility, a broadness
of experiences, a collection of
knacks gleaned from hobbies,
participation in sports, or summer jobs; in short, traits which
many liberal arts students have
gained in the process of growing
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General

otherwise qualified.

Qualifications for teaching

serving.

More than 100 new Peace Corps projects will enter training at U. S. colleges and universities in the next
additional information on any of these projects, please fill out the coupon on the back page.

be asked to take

teaching assignments if they are

are

100 New Projects Slated in '63

an increasingly com-

plex society.
English, the language in which

some 90 per cent of the world’s
technical writing is available, is
a prerequisite, as are the physical sciences. Therefore, Volunteers who have had a sufficient
grounding in these areas will un-

but

In the usual sense,

nicians and scientists, trained to

cope

development

heard

understood.

of English as a second language.
If new and emerging nations
are to achieve and maintain a
competitive position in the contemporary world, they must de-

often

out

the

tion than was in existence before.
Bottlenecks
He approved the class system and|where
actual

rigors of

waiting

students

in the

event

1962
of

line into an easier | fain.

in the

Men’s

registration

of

While free coffee and a taped
Gym,|concert are easing student's pros
takes
(CONTINUES ON PAGE 8%)

on

ai
ril.

LIBERIA VOLUNTEERS Carol and David Smith visit with village
parents of students in their classes. Both are graduates of the
University of Puget Sound and are from Seattle, Wash.

be

SONG SESSION of rural youngsters in Chile is led by Volunteer Joseph Keyerleber, 22, of Cleveland, O. A graduate of Notre Dame, Keyerleber is one of a group of 106 Volunteers in Chile
working in community development. He is helping farmers at Chillan set up rural cooperatives.

Ho
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on
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Americans.
Geographically,
the
Peace
Corps’ major thrust is in Latin
America and Africa, with those
continents scheduled
to have
3,100 and 2,400 Volunteers by
the end of next year. The Far
East will have 2,000 and the
Near
East
and
South
Asia,
'

1,500.
Teachers Needed
While teachers
— of all subjects at all levels
— continue to
top all skill requests, a major
emphasis in many countries is
in community development, a
program that calls for workers

in

agriculture,

public

health,

construction, social welfare and
engineering.
A Volunteer in Colombia de-

fines Community

Development

as “a system of group education
through physical projects.” Volunteers live and work in the
villages, not only to help the
people build “physical projects,”
but also to introduce the con-

Draft Boards
Give Deferment
Military service obligations are

not

met

through

Peace

Corps

service.
Volunteers can, however, be deferred for the period
of their overseas service and, on
returning home, could qualify
for further deferment at the discretion of their local Selective
Service Boards.
Peace Corps service is “within
the national interest,” said Lt.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director
of Selective Service.
Volunteers will be classified by
the Selective Service like all
other registrants “engaged in activities in the national health,
safety or interest.”

Married couples are cligible for the Peace Corps
if both persons are qualified and they have no dependent children under 18.
eo

e

e

Georgetown
University
in Washington has set up a
series of scholarships for
returning Peace Corps Volunteers. Two full scholarships, covering the entire
course
of
a recipient's
studies, will be offered
each year. Other universities, including
Michigan
State are now working on
similar proposals.

Sacrifice...
(continued from page 2)
the most pressing, obvious problems he finds.
We in Numancia have become
extremely involved in a wide
ranging program trying to encourage people to build and
use toilets, build pigpens, and
fence their gardens when they
have them (though more often
the problem is to get them to
grow

a

garden),

all

of

which

should contribute to the health
of the community.
The problems you run into
when you become involved in
such a campaign, the knowledge
you gain of the local political
structure, economics and psychology could fill several volumes. And this is probably the
most fascinating aspect of the
work, especially for someone
with a background or interests in
the social sciences. Here you are
given a position of leadership
and great respect within a community. Suddenly, what you say
and do really counts. The problems you face are no longer academic, but real and personal.

Quite clearly, there are already
indications that these two years

BIOLOGY STUDENTS at the Opoku Ware Secondary Sch8ol in
Kumasi, Ghana receive instruction from Peace Corps Volunteer
Ophelia Delane of Hollis, long Island, N.Y. Ophelia, 26,
received her BS degree in 1957 from Johnson S. Smith University.
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a late show and a late, late show
of magnificent dancing, drumming and chanting three or four
times a week.
Real privations have been at a
minimum.
My house, a two
mile walk from the school, is
without electricity, refrigeration,
and transportation; but it is compensatingly located on the beautiful, grassy, warm-wind-swept
plains of Winneba and faces the
distant and lovely Mount Mankoadze. Never before have |
seen so much sky, eaten such
good fish, or breathed so much
good air.
My work has fallen into a satisfactory semi-routine. In order
to reach school for the morning
service and the first class at
seven, I rise each day at fivethirty. Classes are completed at
two, at which time I return
home for lunch except when I
remain on duty until nine, or for
student meetings which last the
afternoon. My teaching, 28 hours
a week of English language.
French language, English literature and British history, 1066-
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For further information, complete this form and mail to:

PEACE
Name

CORPS,

Office of Public Affairs, Washington 25, 0. C.

Mr. Mrs. Miss...............

Address to which information should be sent:.
College

or

.

University..............

Level at present

time (circle one):

Major .
Language (Circle kind and Number
UN

tat

of Years) Spanish

1

retro ee

SOONS .cccacs

Level (circle) Casual

Intramural

Varsity.

Could Coach......

Major field of experience outside of school: (obs, Farm background, hobbies, etc.)

the most valuable and educational experiences of my life.
Perhaps even more so than four
years at Harvard.
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WINTER,
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, 10th ANID

ee

will
on
cide}
the
Pre

1485, demands many extra hours
of preparation as well as corrections, since | majored in American History. Thus I cannot usually retire before ten or tenthirty.
Extra activities not already
mentioned
include
additional
classes for the upper forms in
English and history (often for
students not officially in my
classes), and being a Form Master, the Entertainments Master,
and the Debating Union Master.
It has been interesting to give a
few Saturday night lectures to
the school. The last, a planned
hour and actually three and onehalf hours talk on Berlin, has
been the most successful.
I consider my supreme achievement of the term to be the reorientation of the school's history program from British to
West African. This job was left
entirely up to me and it involved
a good deal of reading and study
in order to find the right books
for the students and the right
syllabus for the teacher. I am
looking
forward
to teaching
West African history next year.

in the Philippines will be one of

PEACE
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stand people of other countries;
and
3. To help people of other
countries
better
understand

Fast Facts...

cept
of
local _ self-reliance
through democratic group action.
Into this program the Peace
Corps is placing liberal arts students who have no developed
professional skill. Training programs are designed to develop
Volunteers’
abilities
to
lead
communities in self-help programs.
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